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Abstract

Sugeno integrals are a well-known family of qualitative multiple criteria aggregation operators. The paper investigates how the 
behavior of these operators can be described in a prioritized propositional logic language, namely possibilistic logic. The case 
of binary-valued criteria, which amounts to providing a logical description of the fuzzy measure underlying the integral, is first 
considered. The general case of a Sugeno integral when critersia are valued on a discrete scale is then studied.
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1. Introduction

Simple multiple criteria aggregation attitudes are rather easy to grasp. Thus, a strict conjunctive attitude based on

the minimum operator amounts to saying that the global evaluation reflects the worst rating among local evaluations

according to each criterion. With an averaging attitude between two criteria, a global medium score corresponds to

having either both criteria half satisfied or one poorly satisfied and the other one fully satisfied. When more sophisti-

cated aggregation operators are used, it becomes difficult to figure out what is their exact meaning from a preference

representation point of view, and more generally to provide explanations on the reasons why an object receives some

global score [18].

In this paper, we consider an important family of qualitative aggregation operators, namely Sugeno integrals [23,24].

They range between minimum and maximum operators, and behave more generally as the median of the normalized

ratings according to the various criteria, together with importance levels of groups of best satisfied criteria. In Sugeno

integrals, each subset of criteria is indeed associated with an importance level, which enables some synergy between

them to be modeled. Sugeno integrals have found many applications in multi-criteria decision aid [15]. In the following

we investigate the possibility of providing an equivalent logical representation of Sugeno integrals in the setting of

possibilistic logic where classical logic propositions are associated with priorities.

The contribution of the paper is first to provide a set of results for converting Sugeno integrals into two kinds of

possibilistic logic formats. Another contribution is to show that our encoding comes close to a previous proposal

by Greco et al. [16] using the so-called single-graded rules. These results may shed some light on the intended

meaning of the aggregation, in logical terms, for instance when Sugeno integrals are obtained by means of a learning
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procedure [26,25] from observed data describing how people associate a global evaluation to elementary ones. Indeed,

we may then provide some explanations on the evaluation procedure used by the persons supplying the data, showing

them which rules they implicitly followed.

The paper 1 is structured as follows. The next section provides notations and background regarding discrete Sugeno

integrals on the one hand, and possibilistic logic on the other hand. Section 3 then discusses the logical representation

of a fuzzy measure, which corresponds to a global evaluation based on binary valued criteria. Section 4 deals with the

general case of a Sugeno integral when criteria are graded on a discrete bounded scale. Section 5 discusses related

works and especially the one by Greco et al. [16], before concluding.

2. Notations and background

We consider a set P = {1, . . . , n} of criteria (properties) and a set X of alternatives evaluated according to each

criterion. We suppose that all criteria share the same evaluation scale, a finite totally ordered set L with k + 1 levels

denoted by 0 = k1 < · · · < kk+1 = 1. Each alternative x ∈ X is encoded as a vector of ratings x = (x1, . . . , xn) ∈ Ln

where xi is the rating of x with respect to criterion i.

The aim of this paper is to bridge the gap between two objects of different nature, introduced in different information

modeling perspectives, namely discrete Sugeno integrals and possibilistic knowledge bases.Wenow recall the necessary

background on both of them successively.

2.1. Discrete Sugeno integral

The discrete Sugeno integral is used in qualitative decision theory and multiple criteria decision-making in order to

synthesize the partial ratings of an object into a global evaluation. Its definition is based on fuzzy measures [23], also

called capacities after Choquet [3].

Definition 1. A fuzzy measure, or capacity, l : 2P → L is an increasing set function (in the wide sense: l(T ) ≤ l(S)

if T ⊆ S ⊆ P) such that l(∅) = 0 and l(P) = 1.

The fuzzy measure l defines an importance system on groups of criteria. In the following, for criteria i, j, k,

importance levels l({i}) and l({ j, k}) are respectively denoted by li and l j,k for short. Clearly, li,i = li , l j,k = lk, j

and more generally, l
i, j,. . .,r = l

r(i),r( j),. . .,r(r ) for any permutation r of the indices. The increasingness of the fuzzy

measure ensures that ∀i, j, . . . , r, li ≤ li, j ≤ l
i, j,. . .,r .

Capacities can represent synergies among criteria. For instance, the case when max(li , l j ) < li, j expresses that

criteria i and j are not redundant, and together they have a higher importance than any individual one, which can be

viewed as a form of positive synergy between them. More generally, if l(T ) > maxS⊂T l(S), it means that the group

T of criteria brings about some strength none of its subsets possesses. A capacity such that l(T ) = maxS⊂T l(S)

expresses the case where some criteria in T are redundant, even if of various individual degrees of importance. When

l(T ) = maxi∈T li (this is the maxitivity property), criteria are individually redundant and l represents a possibility

measure [8], as discussed in the next subsection. In that case, knowing the importance degrees of single criteria is

enough to reconstruct l, and li = 1 for at least one i. The mapping assigning degree li to each i = 1, . . . , n is then

called a possibility distribution, often denoted by p.

Remark. In numerical approaches to criteria aggregationusingChoquet integrals (see, e.g., [15]),weights of elementary

criteria can be added, and the positive synergy between two criteria i, j is modeled by a super-additive weight li, j >

li + l j . Independent criteria are such that li, j = li + l j . A qualitative approach cannot express this kind of

independence. However, in the qualitative approach l(T ) represents a kind of importance level of the group T of

criteria, but it acts as a threshold, not as a weight. In this context, where importance levels can only be compared, the

inequality max(li , l j ) < li, j can thus be interpreted as a form of positive synergy, understood as non-redundancy,

while in the numerical setting with weights, the case when max(li , l j ) < li, j < li + l j corresponds to a negative

synergy.

1 It is a fully revised and extensively rewritten version of a workshop paper [12] with new results.



Given a fuzzy measure, we can compute its qualitative Möbius transform which contains the minimal amount of

information sufficient to reconstruct the fuzzy measure.

Definition 2. The qualitative Möbius transform [21,14] of the fuzzy measure l is a set-function l# on P defined by

∀T ⊆ P, l#(T ) =

{

l(T ), if l(T ) > maxS⊂T l(S)

0, otherwise

It can be checked that

∀T ⊆ P, l(T ) = max
S⊆T

l#(S).

In analogy with the theory of belief functions [22], the sets T such that l#(T ) " 0 are called the focal sets of l and

form the set Fl. Note that contrary to a usual mass function in belief function theory, the values l#(T ) are strictly

increasing under inclusion onFl. Moreover, l#(T ) = 1 for at least one focal set T. l# can thus be viewed as a possibility

distribution on the set of subsets of criteria. It coincides with a possibility distribution over singletons if and only if the

fuzzy measure is maxitive. The set of focal sets represents all groups of criteria that are not redundant as a whole.

The Sugeno integral of an alternative x with respect to the fuzzy measure l is often defined as follows [23]:

Definition 3.
∮

l
(x) =

k+1
max
i=1

min(ki , l(Xki ))

where ∀k ∈ L , Xk = {i ∈ P|xi ≥ k}.

When x is a Boolean alternative (xi ∈ {0, 1}),
∮

l(x) = l(T x ) where T x = {i, xi = 1} is the set of criteria satisfied

by x. This equality provides a simple interpretation of the values of the fuzzy measure as the global evaluation of

objects fully satisfying some criteria and fully violating other ones. The above expression makes it clear that
∮

l(x) is

the median value in the set L ∪ {l(Xki ), i = 2, . . . , k + 1} [17].

The Sugeno integral can be equivalently written under various forms [23,24,9,19,20]:

Proposition 1.
∮

l
(x) = max

T⊆P
min

(

l(T ),min
i∈T

xi

)

= min
T⊆P

max

(

l(P\T ),max
i∈T

xi

)

=
k+1
max
i=1

min(ki , l(Xki )) =
k+1
min
i=1

max(ki , l(Xki+1
)) (where Xkk+2

= ∅).

Note that the knowledge of the qualitative Möbius transform is enough to calculate the Sugeno integral in the form

∮

l
(x) = max

T⊆Fl

min

(

l#(T ),min
i∈T

xi

)

Remark. We cannot write
∮

l(x) =
∮

l#
(x) without ambiguity as the equality maxk+1

i=1 min(ki , l(Xki )) =

maxk+1
i=1 min(ki , l#(Xki )) generally does not hold.

When the evaluation scale is the unit interval [0, 1], it has been noticed [19,6] that Sugeno integral coincides with

idempotent lattice polynomials, that is, functions P(x1, . . . , xn) defined by combining variables x1, . . . , xn (representing

the degrees of fulfillment of n properties), and constants c1, . . . , cm in [0, 1], with min, max, and parentheses, and such

that the limit conditions P(1, . . . , 1) = 1 and P(0, . . . , 0) = 0 hold (see also [4] in the more general case of distributive

lattices). Thus, Boolean combinations of properties, involving no negation, are particular cases of Sugeno integrals.



This suggests that Sugeno integrals may be viewed not only as an evaluation tool, but as a knowledge representation

tool as well.

We now present a reminder on two dual representation possibilistic logic formats that we want to relate to Sugeno

integrals.

2.2. Possibilistic logic: conjunctive and disjunctive normal forms

Consider a propositional language L containing formulas denoted by u, w, etc. The logical negations, conjunctions

and disjunctions are respectively denoted by ¬, ∧ and ∨. Let X be the set of interpretations of L. Let M(u) be the set

of models of u, the interpretations where u is true.

2.2.1. N-bases

A possibilistic logic base BN is a set of pairs {(u j , a j ) | j = 1, . . . ,m} where u j ∈ L is a propositional logic

formula and a j ∈ L is a priority level [10]. We assume that L is equipped with its order-reversing map that we denote

by 1 − · : 1 − ki = kn−i+1. Each formula (u j , a j ) means that N (u j ) ≥ a j where N is a necessity measure, 2 i.e.,

a capacity satisfying the property N (u ∧ w) = min(N (u), N (w)). A necessity measure is associated to a possibility

distribution p, a mapping X → L , as follows:

N (u) = min
x/∈M(u)

(1 − p(x)).

The capacity P(u) = 1 − N (¬u) = maxx∈M(u) p(x) is the possibility measure associated to N.

At the semantic level, to the base BN is associated the least informative possibility distribution on the set of

interpretations induced by the constraints N (u j ) ≥ a j for j = 1, . . . ,m:

pN
B (x) =

m

min
j=1

p(u j ,a j )(x) where p(u j ,a j )(x) =

{

1, if x ∈ M(u j )

1 − a j , if x /∈ M(u j ).

An interpretation x is all the more possible as it does not violate any formula u j having a higher priority level a j .

Hence, this possibility distribution is expressed as a min–max combination of the form:

pN
B (x) =

m

min
j=1

max(1 − a j , IM(u j )(x))

where IM(u j ) is the characteristic function of M(u j ).

If the necessity measure N is based on the possibility distribution p, it holds that N (u j ) ≥ a j , ∀ j = 1, . . . ,m if and

only if p ≤ pN
B . So, the possibilistic base BN is a description of a possibility distribution “from above”.

A possibilistic base BN can be always rewritten as a base where the formulas ui are clauses (without altering the

distribution pN
B ), thanks to the decomposability of necessity measures with respect to conjunction. Indeed, any formula

u ∈ L can be written as a conjunctionu ≡ ∧�
j=1w j wherew j is a clause. And (u, a) corresponds to the same possibility

distribution as {(w j , a) : j = 1, . . . �}. Thus, we can still see BN as a conjunction of weighted clauses, i.e., we get an

extension of the conjunctive normal form of propositional bases to possibilistic logic.

Moreover, there is another possible understanding of the degree of satisfaction pN
B (x). Consider BN as a fuzzy set

of classical formulas, and denote by N , the associated necessity measure on BN , defined by ∀A ⊆ {u1, . . . , un},

N (A) = minu j /∈A(1 − a j ). For all j = 1, . . . , n we have a j = 1 − N ({u j }
c). Note that we do not assume that there

exists i ∈ {1, . . . ,m} such that ai = 1. So the necessity measure defined above is possibly sub-normalized. More

precisely, we have N (∅) = minmi=1(1 − ai ) instead of N (∅) = 0. Let BN
x = {u : (u, a) ∈ BN , x�u} be the set of

logical formulas for which x is a model. We have

pB(x) =
m

min
j=1

max(1 − a j , IM(u j )(x)) = min
u j /∈Bx

(1 − a j ) = N (BN
x ).

2 N (u j ) is short for N (M(u j )), i.e. it assigns the same value to semantically equivalent propositions.



2.2.2. D-bases

A dual representation in possibilistic logic is based on guaranteed possibility measures [7,8]. We consider another

type of logical formula (nowdenoted between brackets rather than parentheses) as a pair [w, b], expressing the constraint

D(w) ≥ b, where D is a guaranteed possibility measure characterized by

D(/ ∨ w) = min(D(/), D(w))

and D(∅) = 1. Note that D is decreasing with respect to logical entailment since D(/) = minx�/ p(x) (hence one

may speak of ‘anti-measure’ by contrast with the possibility and necessity measures P and N). In such a context, a

base BD = {[wi , bi ] | i = 1, . . . , n} is associated to the distribution

pD
B(x) = max

i=1,. . .,n
p[wi ,bi ]

(x) with p[wi ,bi ]
(x) =

{

bi , if x ∈ M(wi )

0, otherwise

So, if the anti-measure D is based on the possibility distribution p, it holds that D(wi ) ≥ bi , ∀i = 1, . . . , n if and only

if p ≥ pD
B . So, the possibilistic base BD is a description of a possibility distribution “from below”.

A dual possibilistic base BD can always be rewritten as a base in which the formulas w j are conjunctions of

literals (cubes) without altering pD
B , thanks to the decomposability of guaranteed possibility measures with respect to

disjunction. So BD can be seen as a weighted combination of cubes, i.e, as an extension of the disjunctive normal form.

A possibilistic logic base BD (aD-base for short) expressed in terms of a guaranteed possibilitymeasure can always be

rewritten equivalently in terms of a standard possibilistic logic base BN (an N-base for short) using necessity measures

[1] and conversely, enforcing the equality pN
B = pD

B . The transformation from pN
B to pD

B corresponds to writing the

min–max expression of pN
B as a max–min expression by applying the distributivity of min over max.

Proposition 2. The N-base BN = {(u j , a j ) | j = 1, . . . ,m} is semantically equivalent to the D-base BD =

{[∧ j∈Ju j ,mink /∈J (1 − ak)] : J ⊆ {1, . . . ,m}}.

Proof. Any expression of the formminmj=1 max(a j , b j ) can be rewritten asmax
J⊆{1,. . .,m}

min(min j∈J a j ,min j /∈J b j ),

where min j∈∅ a j = 1. Hence

pN
B (x) =

m

min
j=1

max(1 − a j , IM(u j )(x))

= max
J⊆{1,. . .,m}

min

(

min
k /∈J

(1 − ak), IM(∧ j∈Ju j )(x)

)

where IM(∧ j∈Ju j )(x) = min j∈J IM(u j )(x). ç

Note that it looks as if the translated knowledge base is exponentially larger than the original one. However it can

be simplified. Indeed, suppose, without loss of generality that a1 > a2 > · · · > am (recall that if a j = ak it is possible

to replace {(u j , a j ), (uk, ak)} by {(ui ∧ uk, ak)}) and am+1 = 0 by convention. Then it is easy to check that

max
J⊆{1,. . .,m}

min

(

min
k /∈J

(1 − ak), IM(∧ j∈Ju j )(x)

)

= max
k=1,. . .,m+1

min

(

1 − ak, IM(∧k−1
j=1u j )

(x)

)

which corresponds to the D-base

BD = {[∧k−1
j=1u j , 1 − ak] : k = 1, . . . ,m + 1},

with ∧0
j=1u j = ⊤ (tautology).

Of course, likewise the D-base BD = {[wi , bi ] | i = 1, . . . , n} is semantically equivalent to the N-base

BN =

{(

∨i∈Jwi ,max
k /∈J

(1 − bk)

)

: J ⊆ {1, . . . ,m}

}

,



which can be simplified as

BN = {(∨k−1
i=1wi , 1 − bk) : k = 1, . . . , n + 1},

with b1 > b2 > · · · > bm > bn+1 = 0, ∨0
j=1w j = ⊥ (contradiction), by convention.

Example 1. BD = {[w1, 1], [w2, b]} with b < 1. Let Ei = M(wi ). We have p(x) = max(IE1 (x),min(IE2 (x), b)) =

min(max(IE1 (x), IE2 (x), 0),max(IE1 (x), b)). It does correspond to BN = {(w1 ∨ w2, 1), (w1, 1 − b)}.

Note that this procedure generalizes the mutual transformation of a disjunctive normal form into a conjunctive

normal form to the gradual case. The existence of equivalent min–max and max–min expressions for the semantics of

possibilistic logic bases echoes similar observations that can be made on the equivalent expressions of Sugeno integrals

given in Proposition 1.

3. Fuzzy measures and possibilistic logic bases

This section presents a method for encoding a fuzzy measure by means of a possibilistic logic base with positive

clauses (i.e., clauses with positive literals), and conversely shows that a general possibilistic logic base induces a

general set function. Generally, the obtained set function is non-monotonic, but necessary and sufficient conditions are

presented for a possibilistic logic base to encode a fuzzy measure. In the decision evaluation context, it means that, in

this section, we only consider Boolean criteria that are either satisfied or not. Suppose a language where propositional

variables xi ∈ {0, 1}, i = 1, . . . , n, encode criteria i ∈ P . An interpretation of xx of the language corresponds to

a Boolean alternative x for which criteria are fully satisfied or not. For simplicity, we use the same symbol x for the

alternative and the corresponding interpretation. As usual xi will denote the case where xi = 1 and ¬xi the case where

xi = 0.We denote by T x ⊆ P the set of criteria satisfied by alternative x. The subset T x is encoded by the interpretation

∧i∈T x xi
∧

∧i /∈T x ¬xi .

3.1. Fuzzy measures as possibilistic logic bases

First consider a Boolean fuzzy measure l taking values on {0, 1}. For any focal set T ∈ Fl, it is clear that ∀A ⊂

T, l(A) = 0 and ∀A ⊇ T, l(A) = 1. Consider an alternative x ∈ {0, 1}n . In the decision context, a Boolean fuzzy

measure means groups of criteria are either fully important or not at all, so that for an alternative x to be acceptable, it is

necessary and sufficient that all criteria in some focal set T of l be jointly satisfied, i.e.,∧i∈T xi = 1. The logical formula

expressing the global acceptability of x is thus u ≡ ∨T∈Fl
∧i∈T xi which is a Boolean polynomial. By construction,

no conjunction is redundant in this expression.

Putting this formula in conjunctive normal form, one obtains a logical base of clauses Bl that exactly describes

the priority scheme expressed by the Boolean fuzzy measure, in terms of a conjunction of clauses of the form u =

∨
j=1,. . .,k:i j∈T j

xi j , one per k-tuple of criteria, each criterion i j involved being taken in a different focal element T j .
3

It is obvious that no such clause contains a negative literal. And we have that x�Bl if and only if l(T x ) = 1.

Example 2. We consider three criteria {1, 2, 3}, the evaluation scale L = {0, 1} and the following fuzzy measure:

∅ {1} {2} {3} {1, 2} {1, 3} {2, 3} {1, 2, 3}

l 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1

l# 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0

We have Fl = {{1, 2}, {3}}, which corresponds to the formula u = (x1 ∧ x2) ∨ x3 = (x1 ∨ x3) ∧ (x2 ∨ x3). Hence

the corresponding possibilistic logic N-base is B = {(x1 ∨ x3, 1), (x2 ∨ x3, 1)}.

3By construction, no such clause is redundant.



Now consider a fuzzy measure l taking values on a totally ordered scale L. Recalling the fact that its Möbius

transform l# is a possibility distribution on 2P , the fuzzy measure l can be encoded as a D-base, interpreting the basic

possibility assignment l#(T ) > 0 as the actual possibility degree of the conjunction of atoms corresponding to criteria

in T.

The D-base equivalent to the fuzzy measure l is thus

BD(l) = {[∧i∈T xi , l#(T )], T ∈ Fl}. (1)

By construction, pBN (x) = maxT∈Fl
min(mini∈T xi , l#(T )) = l(T x ), from Proposition 1. It means that x is

acceptable at least to degree a if it satisfies all criteria in at least one of the focal sets of l of importance level a or

greater, i.e. all criteria in some T such that l#(T ) ≥ a.

Using the transformation from the disjunctive to the conjunctive normal form, BD(l) can be rewritten as a set

BN (l) of prioritized positive clauses. To make this transformation, we can proceed by first rank-ordering the subset

l#(Fl) = {l#(T ), T ∈ Fl} as b1 = 1 > b2 > · · · > b� > 0. Let F
j
l = {T, l#(T ) = b j }. Then BD(l) =

{[∨
T∈F

j
l

∧i∈T xi , b j ], i = 1, . . . , �}.

Applying the results of Section 2.2, the N-base representing the fuzzy measure l is (with convention b�+1 = 0):

BN (l) =
{(

∨i
j=1 ∨

T∈F
j
l

∧k∈T xk, 1 − bi+1

)

, i = 1, . . . , �
}

,

noticing that Nl({∨T∈F
j
l

∧i∈T xi : j = 1, . . . , i}) = 1 − bi+1, where Nl is the necessity measure associated to the

possibility distribution l# on the power set 2P . It is clear that by construction, pBN (x) = pBD(x) = l(T x ) = Nl(B
N
x ),

where BN
x = {ui : (ui , ci ) ∈ BN (l), x ∈ M(ui )}. Note that BN

x can always be expressed as a set of weighted

disjunctions of positive literals.

Example 3. We consider three criteria {1, 2, 3}, the importance scale is L = {0 < k1 < k2 < 1}, where k2 = 1 − k1,

and the following fuzzy measure:

∅ {1} {2} {3} {1, 2} {1, 3} {2, 3} {1, 2, 3}

l 0 k2 k1 0 k2 1 k2 1

l# 0 k2 k1 0 0 1 k2 0

Hence we have F1
l = {{1, 3}}, F

k2
l = {{1}, {2, 3}}, F

k1
l = {{2}}, hence one directly gets BD = {[p1 ∧ p3], [p1 ∨

(p2 ∧ p3), k2], [p2, k1]}. Then, the corresponding possibilistic logic base BN (l) is {(p1 ∧ p3, 1 − k2), ((p1 ∧ p3) ∨

p1 ∨ (p2 ∧ p3), 1 − k1), (p1 ∧ p3) ∨ p1 ∨ (p2 ∧ p3) ∨ p2, 1)} and in clausal form, taking subsumption into account:

BN (l) = {(p1, 1 − k2), (p3, 1 − k2), (p1 ∨ p3, 1 − k1), (p1 ∨ p2, 1)}.
4

As can be observed from the example, the possibilistic logic base BN (l) reflects the conjugate lc of fuzzy

measure l defined as lc(A) = 1− l(Ac), where Ac denotes the complement of A, namely lc(A) = maxT j⊆A{b : u =

∨ j :i∈T j
pi , (u, b) ∈ BN (l)}.

Such a representation of a fuzzy measure is unusual in multiple criteria aggregation. However, while the values of

the fuzzy measure directly reflect the importance of groups of criteria, we obtain here another view of the interplay

between criteria; namely (ui , ai ) ∈ BN (l) means that if all criteria in the disjunction ui are violated, the resulting

global evaluation cannot be above 1 − ai .

For instance, the possibilistic base in the above example expresses that violating criteria ‘1’ and ‘2’ is forbidden as it

leads to the full rejection of the considered alternative. Moreover, violating one of criteria ‘1’ and ‘3’ leads to a global

evaluation not greater than k2, while violating both of them leads to a global evaluation even worse, that is not greater

than k1, since 0 < k1 < k2 < 1. This result might look surprising since the fuzzy measure value of criterion ‘3’ is 0.

4 This base can be more simply written as {(p1, k1), (p3, k1), (p1 ∨ p3, k2), (p1 ∨ p2, 1)}, since k1 = 1 − k2. But we prefer to keep the notation

1− so as to lay bare the duality between D- and N-bases.



But we should observe that, together, criteria ‘1’ and ‘3’ reach importance value 1, that is, if an alternative satisfies

both criteria, it satisfies all formulas in BN (l), and gets the maximal global rating.

3.2. Possibilistic logic bases as set functions

A set of formulas u j , j = 1, . . . ,m, in a language where propositional variables xi encode Boolean criteria i ∈ P

can be viewed as requirements j ∈ R expressed as logical combinations of elementary criteria [5]. In such a context,

an alternative x satisfies requirement j or not, according to whether it is or not a model of u j . So using the characteristic

function of M(u j ), the acceptability of an alternative x according to each requirement j can be evaluated by computing

IM(u j )(x).

Now, using the possibility distribution over the models of a possibilistic logic base BN = {(u j , a j ) | j = 1, . . . ,m}

an associated set-function can be defined on 2P . More precisely, when we consider a subset T of properties, it can be

viewed as a subset T x associated to the Boolean alternative xT with xT
i = 1 if i ∈ T and 0 otherwise. Hence we can

formulate the following definition:

Definition 4. The set function lB induced by BN is defined, for all T ⊆ P , by lB(T ) = pB(x
T ) = ∧ui /∈BN

xT
(1 − ai )

where xT = ∧i∈T xi
∧

∧i /∈T¬xi , and BN
x = {u j : (u j , a j ) ∈ BN , x ∈ M(u j )}.

It is clear that since the fuzzy measure is obtained by means of the possibility distribution pB induced by BN ,

replacing the latter by its deductive closure is immaterial in the determination of lB .

Note that if we apply this definition to the N-base calculated from a fuzzy measure, it is obvious that we recover

this fuzzy measure, that is, lBN (l)(T ) = l(T ) (they correspond the same possibility distribution on interpretations).

To illustrate this point, let us consider the N-base obtained in the previous example and let us calculate the associated

fuzzy measure.

Example 4. We consider three criteria {1, 2, 3}, the scale L = {0 < k1 < k2 < 1}, where k2 = 1 − k1, and the

possibilistic logic base BN = {(x1, 1− k2), (x3, 1− k2), (x1 ∨ x3, 1− k1), (x1 ∨ x2, 1)}. Let u1 = x1, u2 = x3, u3 =

x1 ∨ x3 and u4 = x1 ∨ x2. Let us calculate the associated fuzzy measure for all the subsets of criteria.

The set A The associated alternative x BN
x l(A) = N (BN

x )

{1, 2, 3} (1, 1, 1) {u1,u2,u3,u4} 1

{1, 2} (1, 1, 0) {u1,u3,u4} k2

{1, 3} (1, 0, 1) {u1,u2,u3,u4} 1

{2, 3} (0, 1, 1) {u2,u3,u4} k2

{1} (1, 0, 0) {u1,u3,u4} k2

{2} (0, 1, 0) {u4} k1

{3} (1, 1, 1) {u2,u3} 0

The obtained fuzzy measure is the fuzzy measure used in the previous example.

While the N-base obtained from a fuzzy measure contains only positive clauses, the set function lB obtained from

any possibilistic logic base BN is not always a fuzzy measure since some clauses u j in an N-base may contain negated

terms. This feature accounts for a kind of negative synergy between properties, that can be expressed using a possibilistic

logic description of acceptability requirements.

Example 5. We consider three properties {1, 2, 3}, the scale L = {0 < k1 < 1}, where k1 = 1 − k1, and the N-base

B = {(x1, 1), (x2 ∨ x3, 1), (x2, 1 − k1), (¬x2 ∨ ¬x3, 1)}.

Let u1 = x1, u2 = x2 ∨ x3, u3 = x2 and u4 = ¬x2 ∨ ¬x3. It means that it is imperative to satisfy criterion 1, but

criteria 2 and 3 must be neither both satisfied nor both violated, and violating criterion 2 leads to a global evaluation

not greater than 1 − k1.



Let us calculate the set-function l. The reader can check it is not a fuzzy measure.

T x x BN
x l(T x ) = pB (x) = N (BN

x )

{1, 2, 3} (1, 1, 1) {u1,u2,u3} 0

{1, 2} (1, 1, 0) {u1,u2,u3,u4} 1

{1, 3} (1, 0, 1) {u1,u2,u4} k1

{2, 3} (0, 1, 1) {u2,u3} 0

{1} (1, 0, 0) {u1,u4} 0

{2} (0, 1, 0) {u2,u3,u4} 0

{3} (1, 1, 1) {u2,u4} 0

In order to obtain a fuzzy measure, the set function lB has to satisfy the properties lB(∅) = 0, lB(P) = 1 and

S ⊆ T entails lB(S) ≤ lB(T ). When we consider a Boolean alternative x, u does not follow from BN
x whenever

u has the form ∨i∈I¬xi ∨ ∨ j∈J x j where I ⊆ T x and J ⊆ T x c where T x c is the complement of T x . So, as

N (BN
x ) = ∧ui /∈BN

x
(1 − ai ) = lB(T

x ) we can identify the properties a possibilistic logic base needs to have in order

to be associated to a fuzzy measure.

Proposition 3. The following equivalences hold, given an N-base BN in clausal form:

• lB(P) = 1 if and only if BN /� (∨i∈I¬xi , a), ∀I ⊆ {1, . . . ,m}, ∀a > 0.

• lB(∅) = 0 if and only if there exists a subset J of {1, . . . ,m} and a clause u = ∨ j∈J x j such that BN�(u, 1).

• ∀S ⊆ T , lB(S) ≤ lB(T ) if and only if ∀S ⊆ T,maxu j /∈BN

xT
a j ≤ maxui /∈BN

xS
ai .

Proof. The first equivalence: xP = (1, 1, . . . , 1) = ∧i∈P xi . lB(P) = 1 if and only if xP satisfies all formulas in

BN . But the clauses violated by xP are all of the form ∨i∈I¬xi for some non-empty set I of variables. Hence the

result.

The second equivalence: x∅ = (0, 0, . . . , 0) = ∧i∈P¬xi . lB(∅) = 0 if and only if x∅ violates at least one formula

of priority 1 in BN . But the clauses violated by x∅ are all of the form ∨i∈I xi for some non-empty set I of variables. So

lB(∅) = 0 if and only if BN contains at least one such formula with priority 1.

The third equivalence: ∀S ⊆ T ∈ P , lB(S) ≤ lB(T ) if and only if ∀S ⊆ T , N (BN
x S ) ≤ N (BN

xT ). The latter reads

∧ui /∈BN

xS
(1 − ai ) ≤ ∧ui /∈BN

xT
(1 − ai ) which is equivalent to ∨ui /∈BN

xT
ai ≤ ∨ui /∈BN

xS
ai . ç

Example 6. First let us consider the possibilistic logic base of Example 4: BN = {(x1, 1− k2), (x3, 1− k2), (x1 ∨ x3,

1 − k1), (x1 ∨ x2, 1)}.

• There are no formulas with negation so l(P) = 1.

• The logical formula (x1 ∨ x2, 1) entails l(∅) = 0.

• {1} ⊆ {1, 2} : ∨ui /∈BN

x{1,2}
ai = 1 − k2 = ∨ui /∈BN

x{1}
;

{1} ⊆ {1, 3} : ∨ui /∈BN
x{1,3}

ai = 0 ≤ ∨ui /∈BN

x{1}
ai = 1 − k2;

{3} ⊆ {1, 3} : ∨ui /∈BN

x{1,3}
ai = 0 ≤ ∨ui /∈BN

x{1}
ai = 1.

So the possibilistic logic base is associated to a fuzzy measure.

Next, consider the possibilistic logic base of Example 5: BN = {(x1, 1), (x2 ∨ x3, 1), (x2, 1− k2), (¬x2 ∨ ¬x3, 1)}.

We have ∨ui /∈BN

x{1,2,3}
ai = 1 > ∨ui /∈BN

x{1,2}
ai = 0 so B is not associated to a fuzzy measure.

The question raised by Proposition 3 has to do with monotone Boolean functions. First, in the classical case, a set

of requirements encoded as a standard propositional knowledge base B is equivalent to a Boolean function whose

arguments are Boolean attributes xi taking values 0 or 1 according to whether the alternative is acceptable or not.

The (increasing) monotonicity of the corresponding set-function lB is equivalent to the monotonicity of the Boolean

function. And it is known that a Boolean function is monotone if and only its reduced disjunctive normal form contains

only 0, 1 and positive literals. It corresponds to the associated D-base. The conjunctions of literals in this form here

correspond to focal elements of lB .



In the more general case, the third point of Proposition 3 is not easy to interpret. However, based on the above results

for the Boolean case, one may say that the monotonicity of the set-function lB induced by the N-base BN is easier to

check on the equivalent D-base BD. Let b1 > b2 > · · · > bk be the distinct weights appearing in BD, and BD
i be the

D-base containing all terms with weight bi . Then lB will be monotone if and only if all Boolean functions associated

to the subbases BD
i are monotone, that is, if each BD

i , put in non-redundant form, contains only conjunctions of positive

literals (corresponding to the qualitative Möbius transform of lB). In other words, an N-base BN induces a monotonic

set-function if and only if it is logically equivalent to another N-base where no negative literal appears. While this

formulation is easier to understand than the third condition of Proposition 3, the latter is easier to automatically check

in practice.

4. Sugeno integrals and possibilistic logic bases

Let
∮

l(x) be a Sugeno integral based on a fuzzy measure l and a tuple x of local evaluations which both take

their values in a finite totally ordered scale L. In the previous section, assuming x is Boolean, we have shown how

to compute
∮

l(x) as the degree of satisfaction of a possibilistic knowledge base by an interpretation of the language

generated by the Boolean attributes xi . In that case,
∮

l(x) = l(T x ) and the Sugeno integral coincides with a fuzzy

measure.

In this section we are going to generalize the previous results concerning fuzzy measures to Sugeno integrals when

attributes are no longer Boolean. More precisely, we are going to present how to encode a Sugeno integral by means

of a possibilistic logic base and how some possibilistic logic bases can be interpreted as a Sugeno integral.

4.1. From Sugeno integrals to possibilistic logic bases

The starting point is to turn a Sugeno integral into a D-base, based on the fact that the expression of the former in

terms of the qualitative Möbius transform
∮

l(x) = maxT⊆Fl
min(l#(T ),mini∈T xi ) is similar to the expression of

the possibility distribution of a D-base BD(l) = {[∧ j∈Tw j , l#(T )] : T ∈ Fl}, except that in the latter, w j is Boolean,

while in mini∈T xi , xi ∈ L . So we must express an alternative x in terms of weighted Boolean alternatives.

For each criterion i, we define |L| − 1 predicates pi (c), where c " 0 ∈ L with the following convention: pi (c)

is true if and only if xi ≥ c. In the previous section, where x is Boolean, pi (1) was simply denoted by the atom

xi . Note that we can restrict the scope of pi (c) to c > 0 since, under our convention, pi (0) is a tautology (and

thus is not equivalent to ¬xi in the previous section). We thus consider a simple first order language L with atoms

{pi (c) : i = 1, . . . , n; c > 0 ∈ L}, and connectives of negation, conjunction and disjunction. Moreover, we have the

following set of domain axioms:

£pi (c) ∨ ¬pi (d), ∀d > c > 0, i = 1, . . . , n.

This language will be interpreted in the set of alternatives x ∈ LP . We define the satisfaction relation as follows:

• x�pi (c) if and only if xi ≥ c;

• x�¬pi (c) if and only if xi < c;

• x�u ∧ w if and only if x�u and x�w;

• x�u ∨ w if and only if x�u or x�w.

An alternative x = (x1, . . . , xn) clearly satisfies the formula∧n
i=1 pi (xi ), and can be viewed as theBoolean interpretation

∧n
i=1(∧c≤xi pi (c))∧(∧c>xi ¬pi (c)). A logical rendering of the Sugeno integral of xwith respect to a fuzzymeasure lwill

rely on the use of D-possibilistic logic formulas as follows. Each term min(l#(T ),mini∈T xi ) is encoded by the D-base

BD
T (l) = {[∧i∈T pi (c), c] : c ≤ l#(T )}

Lemma 1. pBD
T (l)(x) = min(l#(T ),mini∈T xi )

Proof. pBD
T (l)(x) = maxc≤l#(T ) min(c,mini∈T IM(pi (c))(x)).



Note that IM(pi (c))(x) = 0 as soon as c > xi , and the term min(c, IM(pi (c))(x)) is subsumed by (i.e., less than)

min(xi , IM(pi (xi ))(x)) = xi if c ≤ xi . Now,

• either l#(T ) ≤ xi , ∀i ∈ T and then IM(pi (l#(T )))(x)) = 1, ∀i ∈ T , hence pBD
T (l)(x) = l#(T );

• or l#(T ) > mini∈T xi , and then mini∈T IM(pi (c))(x)) = 0, ∀c such that mini∈T xi < c ≤ l#(T ), hence pBD
T (l)(x) =

mini∈T xi . ç

Then we easily derive the following result, making the union of the bases BD
T (l), one for each focal set T in Fl:

Proposition 4. The D-base BD(l) =
⋃

T∈Fl
BD
T (l) encodes the Sugeno integral

∮

l(x), that is:
∮

l(x) = pBD(l)(x).

Proof. This is obvious since pB1∪B2 = max(pB1 , pB2 ) for D-bases. ç

However, BD(l) is large and contains redundant formulas. Instead of building one base per focal set, onemay proceed

levelwise, building one base per value in the scale L, and considering the inequalities
∮

l(x) ≥ ki for each ki ∈ L . Let

us begin with a formal characterization of tuples x that satisfy this inequality.

Proposition 5.
∮

l(x) ≥ c if and only if ∃T ∈ Fl s.t. l#(T ) ≥ c and ∀i ∈ T, xi ≥ c.

Proof. Let us use again the identity
∮

l(x) = maxT∈Fl
min(l#(T ),mini∈T xi ). Then clearly,

∮

l(x) ≥ c if and only

if ∃T ∈ Fl,min(l#(T ),mini∈T xi ) ≥ c. For such a focal set T, the condition l#(T ) ≥ c must hold, as well as

mini∈T xi ≥ c, i.e. ∀i ∈ T, xi ≥ c must be satisfied. ç

This easy result says that x is evaluated at least at level c if and only if it satisfies to degree at least c all criteria of a

focal set having importance at least c. In fact, it is clear that we only need the smallest focal elements in the sense of

inclusion among those such that l#(T ) ≥ c. Denote them by F
c
l = min⊆{T : l#(T ) ≥ c} (they are the focal sets of

the Boolean set function lc(T ) = 1 if and only if l(T ) ≥ c). Then

Proposition 6.
∮

l(x) ≥ c if and only if ∃T ∈ F
c
l, ∀i ∈ T, xi ≥ c.

We can then characterize the set of objects x such that
∮

l(x) ≥ c, as the set of interpretations of

BD
c (l) = {[∧i∈T pi (c), 1] : T ∈ F

c
l}.

Note that this base does not contain formulas [∧i∈T pi (c), 1], T ∈ Fl for which ∃S ⊂ T such that S ∈ Fl as per

Proposition 6, i.e., it contains no redundant formula. BD
c (l) is actually the Boolean formula ∨T∈F

c
l

∧ j∈T p j (c).

Proposition 7.
∮

l(x) ≥ c if and only if pBD
c (l)(x) = 1.

Proof.
∮

l(x) ≥ c if and only if ∃T, l#(T ) ≥ c and ∀i ∈ T, xi ≥ c if and only if ∃T, l#(T ) ≥ c such that ∧i∈T pi (c)

holds, if and only if pBD
c (l)(x) = 1. ç

TheD-base BD(l), constructed from each focal set ofl is logically equivalent to the union BD
↑ (l) = {[∧ j∈T p j (c), c] :

∀T ∈ F
c
l, ∀c > 0 ∈ L} of all BD

c (l) after formulas are assigned weight c. BD
↑ (l) is obtained from BD(l) after removing

the redundant weighted clauses in the latter. The main result of this section then follows easily:

Proposition 8. pBD
↑ (l)(x) = pBD(l)(x) =

∮

l(x).

Proof.
∮

l(x) = maxc∈L min(c, I∮
l(x)≥c(x)) = maxc∈L min(c, pBD

c (l)(x)), due to Proposition 7, which is pBD
↑ (l)(x).

Then use Proposition 4. ç



The D-base BD
↑ (l) is not redundant by construction. Indeed, if it were, there would be two cubes in it of the form

[∧ j∈T p j (c), c], [∧ j∈S p j (d), d] such that T ⊆ S and d ≤ c, where S ∈ Fd, T ∈ Fc. But this is impossible as, if d = c

and T " S, then S cannot be a focal set of lc, and d < c is incompatible with T ⊆ S.

The minimal D-base BD
↑ (l) can be turned into an N-base if needed, using the technique presented in Section 2. This

transformation is clearly equivalent to the change from a max−min expression of Sugeno integral to a min−max

expression as appears in Proposition 1. Note that in case of binary alternatives, identifying pi (1) to atoms xi we recover

the D-possibilistic base BD(l) identified in the previous section (Eq. (1)).

Example 7. We consider three criteria P = {1, 2, 3} and the evaluation scale L = {1, k2, k1, 0} with 1 > k2 > k1 >

0. We consider a Sugeno integral with respect to l defined by l({1}) = l({2}) = k1, l({3}) = k2, l({1, 2}) = k1,

l({2, 3}) = k2, l({1, 3}) = l({1, 2, 3}) = 1.

l is associated to the following qualitative Möbius transform:

l#({1}) = l#({2}) = k1, l#({3}) = k2 and l#({1, 3}) = 1.

1. Proceeding by focal sets: BD
{1}(l) = {[p1(k1), k1]}, BD

{2}(l) = {[p2(k1), k1]}, BD
{3}(l) = {[p3(k1), k1],

[p3(k2), k2]},

BD
{1,3}(l) = {[p1(1) ∧ p3(1), 1], [p1(k2) ∧ p3(k2), k2], [p1(k1) ∧ p3(k1), k1]}.

BD(l) this contains 7 cubes, but [p1(k2) ∧ p3(k2), k2] is subsumed by [p3(k2), k2], and [p1(k1) ∧ p3(k1), k1] by

[p1(k1), k1].

2. Proceeding by levels:

• Wewant tofind x such that
∮

l(x) ≥ k1. It is clear thatF
k1
l = {{1}, {2}, {3}}. So BD

k1
(l) = {[p1(k1), 1], [p3(k1), 1]

[p2(k1), 1]}. So x satisfies
∮

l(x) ≥ k1 provided that x1 ≥ k1 or x3 ≥ k1 or x2 ≥ k1, i.e. for any x greater than

(k1, 0, 0) or (0, k1, 0) or (0, 0, k1).

• We want to find x such that
∮

l(x) ≥ k2. It is clear that F
k2
l = {{3}}. So BD

k1
(l) = {[p3(k2), 1]}. So x satisfies

∮

l(x) ≥ k2 provided that x3 ≥ k2, i.e., for any x greater than (0, 0, k2) satisfies
∮

l(x) ≥ k2.

• Wewant to find the alternatives x such that
∮

l(x) = 1. It is clear thatF1
l = {{1, 3}} and BD

1 = {[p1(1)∧p3(1), 1],

so all x greater than (1, 0, 1) satisfy
∮

l(x) = 1.

It corresponds to the following D-possibilistic logic base:

BD
↑ (l) = {[p1(1) ∧ p3(1), 1], [p3(k2), k2], [p3(k1), k1], [p1(k1), k1], [p2(k1), k1]}.

It is the one we obtained after deleting redundant cubes in BD(l).

So, the Sugeno integral can be interpreted as follows:

• An object that satisfies properties 1 and 3 to degree 1 is fully satisfactory.

• An object that satisfies property 3 to at least level k2 is satisfactory at least to degree k2.

• An object that satisfies any of properties 1–3 to degree k1 is satisfactory at least to degree k1.

4.2. From D-bases to Sugeno integrals

Consider a D-possibilistic base similar to the one obtained in the previous subsection, BD = {[∧ j∈Ti p j (bi ), bi ],

Ti ⊆ P, bi > 0 ∈ L , i = 1, . . . , k} we want to identify the class of fuzzy measures l such that pBD(x) =
∮

l(x).

First we try to find the class of fuzzy measures induced by one logical formula [∧ j∈T p j (b), b]. It is clear that

∀x, p[∧ j∈T p j (b),b](x) ≤ b. Hence we just need to identify the fuzzy measures l such that p[∧ j∈T p j (b),b](x) ≥ b. In order

to calculate these solutions, let us make a brief reminder of the result proved in [27].

We consider the equation
∮

l(x) ≥ b for a fixed x. First we denote by A
≥
x,b

the set of criteria whose evaluation in x

is greater than or equal to b and the following fuzzy measure:

∀A ⊆ P, ľx,b(A) =

{

b if A
≥
x,b

⊆ A,

0 otherwise,
ľx,b(∅) = 0, ľx,b(P) = 1.



Hence the following result can be proved [27]:

Proposition 9.

{

l :

∮

l
(x) ≥ b

}

=

{

∅ i f maxi∈T xi < b

{l : ľx,b ≤ l} otherwise

In our context we consider k inequalities induced by the D-bases of the form
∮

l(x
i ) ≥ bi , where x ij = bi if j ∈ Ti

and 0 otherwise. The set of solutions is {l : l ≥ ∨k
i=1ľ

x i ,bi }.

Example 8. Let us consider the following possibilistic logic base and let us calculate the associated Sugeno integral:

BD
l = {[p1(1) ∧ p3(1), 1], [p3(k2), k2], [p1(k1), k1], [p2(k1), k1], [p3(k1), k1]}.

We want to find l such that
∮

l(0, 0, k1) ≥ k1,
∮

l(0, k1, 0) ≥ k1,
∮

l(k1, 0, 0) ≥ k1,
∮

l(0, 0, k2) ≥ k2 and
∮

l(1, 0, 1) ≥ 1. We obtain the following fuzzy measures: ∀A ⊂ P ,

l1 = ľ(0,0,k1),k1(A) = k1 if {3} ⊆ A, and 0 otherwise;

l2 = ľ(0,k1,0),k1 (A) = k1 if {2} ⊆ A, and 0 otherwise;

l3 = ľ(k1,0,0),k1 (A) = k1 if {1} ⊆ A, and 0 otherwise;

l4 = ľ(0,0,k2),k2 (A) = k2 if {3} ⊆ A, and 0 otherwise;

l5 = ľ(1,0,1),1(A) = 1 if {1, 3} ⊆ A, and 0 otherwise.

So the solutions are fuzzy measures greater than ∨5
i=1li whose values are given in the following table:

{1} {2} {3} {1, 2 } {1, 3} {2, 3}

∨5
i=1 li k1 k1 k2 k1 1 k2

We retrieve the fuzzy measure we started with in the previous example.

Note that if we start from any D-base, we just need to

• put BD in disjunctive normal form, that is, put each formula / containing only positive literals of the form pi (b),

such that [/, b] ∈ BD as a non-redundant disjunction of conjunctions of literals ∨�
i=1 ∧ j∈Ti pi (b);

• create � weighted products [∧ j∈Ti pi (b), b];

• delete subsumed weighted products.

Then the fuzzy measure l is such that its qualitative Möbius transform is defined by l#(Ti ) = b for all weighted

products ∧ j∈Ti pi (b).

5. Related work

There do not exist manyworks trying to provide a logical reading of decision processes. In decision under uncertainty,

let us mention a logical approach [5] where uncertain knowledge and prioritized preference are represented by means

of two distinct possibilistic logic N-bases, and where the pessimistic or optimistic decision criteria that are maximized

are particular cases of Sugeno integrals. In [2], a multicriteria decision problem is expressed in terms of prioritized

constraints and wishes, where constraints are modelled by an N-base, and wishes by a D-base, handled separately in

the decision process; however the latter is not interpreted as an N-based put in disjunctive form. In [13], in a multiple

criteria decision perspective, a qualitative approach, also in the spirit of possibilistic logic, is compared to a counterpart

of a Choquet integral-based aggregation process. However, the closest related work is [16] in which Greco et al. show

that the set of alternatives for which a Sugeno integral is less than a given score c can be described by means of if–then

rules.



More precisely, Greco et al. consider a slightly different setting from the one in this paper. Let us give a brief refresher

of their result.

Let us begin with the notations. For each i ∈ P , L i is the set of ratings of alternatives with respect to criteria i. The

set of alternatives is thus X = Pn
i=1L i . On X there is a comprehensive weak preference relation �. For all x, y ∈ X

x � y means x is at least as good as y. Its asymmetric part is denoted by ≻.

In such a context, there exists the following link between the Sugeno integral representation and a set of decision

rules (after Theorem 3 in [16]):

Proposition 10. A preference relation � on X is representable by a Sugeno integral if and only if there exist

• functions gi : L i → [0, 1] for all i = 1, . . . , n called criteria;

• a function g : X → [0, 1] called comprehensive evaluation;

• a set of decision rules, called single-graded, of the form “if gi1(xi1) ≥ g(y), . . . , gik (xik ) ≥ g(y), then x � y”, where

{i1, . . . , ik} ⊆ {1, . . . , n} such that

◦ each z ∈ X such that z � y satisfies the antecedent of at least one rule whose consequent is “then x � w” where

w � y;

◦ each z ∈ X such that ¬(z � y) does not satisfy the antecedent of any rule whose consequent is “then x � w”

with w � y;

◦ if the decision rule: “if gi1(xi1) ≥ g(y), . . . , gik (xik ) ≥ g(y) then x � y” holds, then for any w ∈ X such that

g(y) ≥ g(w), the decision rule “if gi1(xi1 ) ≥ g(w), . . . , gik (xik ) ≥ g(w) then x � w” also holds.

In a nutshell, the result explains that the decision rules representable by a Sugeno integral are only single-graded

rules, i.e., that involve a single threshold g(y). But Greco et al. [16] do not provide an explicit representation of a

Sugeno integral in N-based, or D-based possibilistic logic.

Similar to our work, Greco et al. consider sets of the form {x |
∮

l(x) ≥ c}. More precisely, for an alternative x and

a real number c, the rules proposed by Greco et al. can thus be expressed as follows, letting c = g(y) for some fixed

option y. Let A(x, c) be the set of criteria on which x is better or equal to c:

If l(A(x, c)) ≥ c then

∮

l
(x) ≥ c

Let us note that using the results presented in [27] the previous condition is necessary and sufficient.

In this paper, we have shown that a Sugeno integral can be modeled by a D-base or an N-base in possibilistic logic.

What the above remarks show is that each single-graded rule in the sense of Greco et al. can thus be viewed as a

weighted formula of the form [∧ j∈i
p j (c), c] in the obtained D-base (however the conclusion part of their rules is

obtained in our setting by computing the possibility degree of the corresponding alternative, instead of concluding

on a pairwise comparison of alternatives). What this paper lays bare is that the g(y) values appearing in each single-

graded rule of Greco et al. can be restricted to qualitative Möbius transform weights associated to the set of criteria

appearing in the condition part of the rule. In the future, we shall consider encoding single-graded rules of the form “if

gi1(xi1 ) ≤ g(y), . . . , gik (xik ) ≤ g(y), then x � y”, directly inN-based possibilistic logic, using themin–max expression

of Sugeno integral (that appears in Proposition 1).

6. Concluding remarks

Any set of logical formulas not involving negation can be represented by a Boolean polynomial. Sugeno integrals

are lattice polynomials obeying boundary conditions. It is then natural to look for a logical description of Sugeno

integrals. As the latter involve constants in a totally ordered set, the natural target language is possibilistic logic. This

paper has demonstrated this connection in detail and pointed out the relationship with the rule-based representation of

Sugeno integrals. The search for a logical account of fuzzy measures is not fully carried out yet, though. The proposed

translation enables assertions of the form
∮

l(x) ≥ c to be verified via a kind of model-checking problem (verify

whether an interpretation x satisfies a prioritized knowledge base). But it does not allow to represent such assertions

at the syntactic level and reason about them. This task may request the use of generalized possibilistic logic [11], and

probably its extension where the semantics of formulas is in terms of families of fuzzy measures.
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